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PO 324 – SURVIVE WHEN LOST 

 

EO M324.01 – Wilderness Survival and Improvised Shelters 

 

FIVE ELEMENTS OF SURVIVAL 
 
After successfully completing the S.T.O.P. (Sit, Think, Observe, Plan) action and recognizing a survival 
situation, the lost individual shall take inventory of all the food and equipment on hand and proceed to 
procure the five elements of survival. These are listed in order of priority: 
 
1. Attitude. Maintaining a positive attitude is essential. One can survive by staying calm, using all available 
resources, and prioritizing personal needs. 
2. Shelter. A shelter is designed to provide protection from the weather and, depending on the conditions, 
protect a person from either hot or cold temperatures. Hypothermia and hyperthermia are two of the 
greatest dangers in a survival situation. A proper shelter can help prevent these from occurring. In a desert 
scenario, for example, the goal is to stay under a shelter, shaded from the effects of the sun. In cold 
weather situations, the shelter will provide insulation. 
3. Water. Water is the most essential nutrient for the human body. Even when thirst is not extreme it can 
dull the mind. Lack of water will slowly degrade the ability to survive. With adequate shelter and water 
one can survive for weeks. 
4. Fire. In a survival situation, fire provides heat and light, and signals for rescuers. Cold weather not only 
lowers the ability to think, but it also lowers one’s will to do anything. Even a few degrees drop in body 
temperature can affect the ability to make reasonable decisions. 
5. Food. Individuals in good physical condition can go for many days or even weeks without food. The goal 
in a wilderness survival situation is to be located in the shortest time possible, so in most cases one will 
be located long before food becomes a survival issue. However, it is always important to prepare for the 
worst and find ways to supply the body with substance, through berries, fish, animals, birds, etc. 
 
 
 
During the summer months the need for shelter is not thought of as a great concern. It should be, as the 
weather could change drastically, especially in hilly or mountainous areas. In winter, a survivor may be 
tempted to setup a fire first rather than tackle the job of building or finding a shelter. When discussing 
the five elements of survival, shelter is the second survival element. A shelter provides protection from 
the elements, particularly wind and precipitation. Shelters improve morale by providing comfort, security 
and a sense of accomplishment. 
 
TERRAIN CONSIDERATIONS 
There are several factors that must be considered when selecting a site. Locations to construct a shelter 
should meet certain criteria, to avoid being awoken during the night due to an overlooked problem. 
Select an Area Large Enough for the Shelter. Possible sites that are perfect in their natural form may be 
too small to accommodate one person. Ensure that the site can comfortably, considering the situation, fit 
oneself for the duration of the survival situation. 



Select an Area That is Elevated and Provides Drainage. A site should provide dry footing and drainage in 
the case of rain. Keep back from rivers or lakes which may flood after a rain fall. 
Identify Sheltered Areas That Protect from Wind, Rain and Sun. Shelter from wind, rain and sun can be 
sought from boulders, hillsides, trees or other available sources. In the summer, a little breeze will reduce 
the number of insects and can keep one cool during hot summer days. During winter, a shelter will 
separate the body from wind and snow and provide warmth. If the entrance of the shelter faces leeward 
(away from the wind), rain or snow will swirl over and drop inside. If the entrance faces windward, smoke 
and ashes from the fire will blow into the shelter. Place the back of the shelter into the wind. 
 
LOCATION CONSIDERATIONS 
Proximity to a Water Source. The availability of a nearby water source will reduce the amount of energy 
expended while collecting water. A source of water may also provide fishing grounds that may supply 
food. 
Proximity to a Fuel Source. Situating a shelter near a fuel source will reduce the amount of energy 
required to gather fuel for the fire. 
Proximity to Building Materials. Although the shelter is an emergency shelter there is always the need to 
make what is natural more livable. Situating the shelter near building supplies will reduce the amount of 
energy required to build and secure the shelter. 
Proximity to Animal Trails or Holes. In the wild, the food chain is active. Beware of locating your shelter 
near the natural paths’ animals create. Where there are animals, there may be danger. 
An Area That Can be Seen from the Air. When lost in a wilderness area it is important to establish contact 
with or attract the attention of searchers and rescuers. Staying in a site that is easily seen from the air will 
increase the chance of being rescued. 
An Entrance That is Sheltered from the Wind and Preferably South Facing. Situating the shelter so the 
prevailing wind is blowing against the rear will help ensure the occupant will be able to maintain some 
heat inside. Face the entrance, if possible, into the sun allowing sunshine into the shelter. This provides 
heat to the occupant. 
 
TIME REQUIRED TO BUILD THE SHELTER 
Depending on the amount of time available, one may choose to construct a simple emergency shelter for 
the night. Estimate the amount of daylight left when constructing a shelter by looking at the horizon. If 
the sun is near the horizon, there is not much daylight left. One technique is to measure the number of 
hand widths between the sun and the horizon. Each hand will represent approximately one hour. 
  


